
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Literacy

Listen  to  Dolphin Tale 
read aloud  on  YouTube
(see  our  website  for the  
video). What  was  your 
favourite  part  of  the 
story?  Draw  Winter  and  
Hope  and  write  their 
names.  See  the  Other  
Ideas  section  for  how  to 
draw  a  dolphin!

Listen to  the  Jolly 
Phonics  songs  on 
YouTube. (See  our 
website  for  the  linked  
video).  Can  you  think  
of  a  sea  creature  that  
starts  with  each 
letter? Keep  practicing 
your  letter  sounds  over  
the  summer!

See our  website  for  a 
video  on  how  to  make a  
fun  fish-themed  Father’s  
Day  card.  You  can  give  
this  card  to your  dad,  
grandpa,  or  special  adult 
on Sunday!  Go  to  Epic 
Books.  Check   out  the  
assigned  books  about  
different  sea  creatures. 

Go  to  our  website and 
listen  to  the  turtle  
stories.  Divide  a  piece  
of  paper  into  four  
squares.  Draw  a  turtle 
in   one  square  and  
label  it.  Draw  3  other 
words  that  start  with  
T  and  label   them  in  
the  other  squares.

Numeracy

Go to 
https://kids.nationalgeogr
aphic.com/games/action-
and-adventure/dolphin-
diving/ (or  see  link  on  
our  website).  Play  the  
dolphin game. Which  score  
is  your  highest?  Lowest?

Use a  deck  of  cards  
to  play  ‘Go  Fish’  with  
your  family.  Can  you  
practice  shuffling  and  
dealing  the  cards? 
Practice  your  subitizing  
skills  when  looking  at  
the  cards.

Draw  an  ABB  pattern.
Use  sea  creatures  as  the  
shapes  in  your pattern!  
(ex.  fish, turtle,  turtle,  
fish, turtle,  turtle,  fish, 
turtle,  turtle)

Draw two  sea  turtles.  
How  many  flippers  do 
the  turtles  have?  
Write  the  math  
equation  beside  your 
drawings,  4+4=8. 

Play

Play in the  backyard  in  
the  sprinkler  or  the  
kiddy  pool.  Can  you  make 
some  dolphin  sounds  and 
splash  your  ‘fins’?

Google blue whale and  
look  at  pictures  of  it.  
Take  33  steps  down the  
sidewalk.  You  have  
walked  the  length  of  a 
blue  whale!

See our  website  for  a  
video  for  How  to  Draw  
Baby  Dory  and  Nemo.  
Post  your  drawings  on  
Facebook  or  email  it  to  
your  teacher.

Find all  the  sea  toys 
you  have. Line  them  up 
in  your  living  room  
and  act  out  an  Under 
the  Sea  Story!

Other 
Ideas

Watch  the  ‘How  To
Draw  A  Cartoon  Dolphin’  
video  on  our  website and 
draw  as  you  watch.  
Colour  in  your    dolphin, 
label  it,  and  post  it on  
Facebook  or  email!

Check out  the  Blue 
Whale  YouTube  video on  
our  website  and  check  
out  Miss  Andreachuk’s  
photos  of  a  blue  whale  
skeleton  she  saw  at   a 
museum!

Come  to  the school  in 
your  car,  on  your  
bike, or  walk  in  our  
parade between  1:00-
1:30  PM.  See  your 
email/Facebook  for  the  
route.

Come  to the  east  
side of  the  school  
to  pick up  your  
report  cards and  
goodbye  gifts, and to  
say  farewell  to  your  
teacher.  Have  a 
happy  summer!!

Week  Eleven: June 15-18, 2020 Colour each box as you complete the activity.


